Challenges and Enablers in BIM-Enabled Digital Transformation in Mega Projects: The Istanbul New Airport Project Case Study
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Abstract: The Architecture Engineering and Construction (AEC) sector has been working on an increasing number of mega projects having large scale investments worldwide. The majority of these mega projects are infrastructure projects that are comparatively more difficult to manage in terms of yielding an expected return of investments while increasing quality and productivity. Today’s construction technology landscape offers a wide variety of innovative digital solutions for optimizing the project constraints of scope, time, cost, quality, and resources. Despite being one of the least digitized sectors, the AEC sector is currently ripe for adopting innovative digital solutions. It is observed that Building Information Modeling (BIM) has been rapidly adopted to tackle the ever-evolving challenges of mega infrastructure projects. This study investigates the challenges and enablers of utilizing an end-to-end BIM strategy for digital transformation of mega project delivery processes through a mega airport project case study, in order to contribute a solid strategic understanding in BIM implementation for mega infrastructure projects. The case study is followed with two-phased semi-structured interviews. Based on the findings, major challenges are sustaining continuous monitoring and controlling in the project execution, engineering complexity and aligning stakeholders’ BIM learning curves whereas strategic control mechanisms, incentivizing the virtual collaborative environment, and continuous digital delivery are major enablers.
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1. Introduction

Rapid urbanization and population growth lead to a significant rise in the construction activity around the world [1]. The number of mega-projects increases significantly to meet the demand for new infrastructure. Mega projects can be defined as large scale investment projects that have extensive economic, social, and environmental effects [2,3]. However, the construction industry is struggling to keep up with satisfying the ever-evolving needs of today’s society while optimizing the project quality, cost, time, and scope. The industry is challenged with the increasing complexities and scale of the mega projects while remaining highly competitive, externally influenced and susceptible to a high risk of failure [4,5]. Accordingly, similar to many other sectors, the AEC sector also needs to experience digital disruption to tackle with the emerging challenges to create value within the project delivery processes. One of today’s key trends for a successful business strategy is “combine and conquer” [6], which implies innovative business models via the transformation of the core design and engineering systems around the digital. Similarly, Gartner [7] defines digital business transformation as the process...
of exploiting digital technologies and supporting capabilities for a robust new digital business model. Building Information Modeling (BIM) implementation being a collaborative process in which all project stakeholders are involved in virtually designing, coordinating, and operating the physical representation of the structure is considered the centerpiece of the construction industry’s digital transformation [8,9]. As a result, BIM technologies and processes have been perceived as one of the most promising tools in the AEC industry, and are employed at an increasing rate [10,11]. The adoption of innovative BIM technologies and processes throughout the project management phases, starting from planning to execution, and the leveraging of the integration of right semantic and geometric project data via a single virtual platform, are essential for the needed digital transformation in the sector.

Compared to the building industry, the infrastructure industry has been slow to adopt and apply BIM [12]. There are different challenges associated with large-scale infrastructure projects, and the BIM technology itself is not enough to introduce digital transformation without a robust underlying digital strategy from start to end. Even though there are numerous case studies associated with BIM use in building projects, studies on uncovering the BIM utilization strategies and methods in mega size infrastructure projects have still been lacking. The primary objective of this study is to depict a clear picture of BIM implementation processes at both the technical and strategic levels during the design, engineering and construction phases to digitally transform the project delivery of mega size infrastructure projects. The study adopts qualitative methods, including a detailed case study on a mega size airport project Istanbul New Airport Project (INA), two-phased semi-structured interviews, a thematic analysis, and data triangulation as a validation method that uses two other airport project cases. Overall, this study expands the buildings-centered state of the art in the implementation of BIM by detailing out the digitized delivery of one of the world’s biggest airport projects from both strategic and technical perspectives to provide a scalable know-how for major stakeholders in the infrastructure sector.

2. Background

This study provides a strategic understanding of how, through BIM implementation, an integrated digital project delivery transforms INA’s core design and engineering, and the construction processes around the digital, by exploring the following key areas: (a) An overview of the airport design and construction, (b) digital transformation by BIM as a construction innovation, and (c) BIM for the infrastructure. It is targeted to convey (a) the physical design and engineering complexity that is managed collaboratively in the 3D BIM environment, via (b) trends and progress in digitization, and how they are aligned with the way BIM innovates the construction industry, via (c) an overview of the progress and trends in BIM implementation for the infrastructure.

2.1. An Overview of Airport Design and Construction

Airports are highly complex and fragmented systems in terms of incorporating the design, construction and operation of a varying mix of infrastructure systems including terminals, piers, runways, taxiways, aprons, car parks, railways, roads, cargo areas, encapsulating many different types of construction. Airports are asset-intensive business systems that need to be designed and constructed in a way that meets the operational requirements of a successful asset, and of business management [13]. In essence, the issues regarding airport design and construction processes, as well as their management, can be projected on other types of infrastructure systems.

Airports can be divided into two regions: landside, which includes facilities associated with how passengers arrive and depart, and how they navigate the terminal building, and airside, which describes the movement of the airplanes and airport surface [14]. Airport design has evolved over time. After World War 2, airport design became more refined as supply and demand for air transport infrastructure increased significantly [15]. Starting from a decentralization trend that includes the use of piers, fixed linked bridges and jet bridge systems, the generics of airport design have transformed substantially. Increasing and changing demands and approaches to airport design and constriction have shaped today’s modern airports [15]. As digital transformation changes the way the industries
operate and as it triggers urbanization; the role, scale and meaning of urban airports worldwide have also changed as a result of this corporate and economic transformation [16]. Modern airports, which are also called ‘airport cities’, do not just offer terminal and runways operations, but also carparks, logistics, lounges, malls, hotels, retail areas, railway stations, and conference halls as well [13]. Hence, the wider metropolitan perspective of the modern airports increases the complexity in the land use and infrastructure [16], as well as the design and construction of the airports.

At the outset of the 21st century, people’s needs and requirements are hyper-evolving, and there are many issues to be considered for complex system developments such as airports. For example, capacity, aircraft & airport compatibility, sustainability and technology aspects can be listed as the key concerns in airport design [17]. Runways, taxiways and taxilanes, aprons, cargo ways, airport pavements, airport lighting, marking, signage, airport drainage, airport terminal areas including piers, car parks, airports security areas, maintenance, repair, and overhaul facilities, airport traffic controller (ATC) towers, airport people movers (APM), baggage handling systems (BHS) tunnels, underground infrastructure networks, can be considered as the major components of a commercial airport design [17].

Similar to other infrastructure systems, airports hold an extensive cultural and socio-economic value, and hub airports are usually signatory projects having a certain architectural attractiveness. Single roof canopies, an abundance of steel structures, green roofs, articulated facades, glazed openings, skylight apertures, pools, passive systems, and three dimensional representations can be listed as some of the preferred architectural features [15].

2.2. Digital Transformation by Building Information Modeling as a Construction Innovation

The dynamic competitive landscape of the AEC sector requires more innovative and digitally transformative solutions that require certain advancements in the information technology (IT) of the construction. As modern buildings and facilities get more complex in terms of the physical infrastructure, requiring a simultaneous coordination and approval of the design [18], a more ubiquitous access to information is needed. IT-driven competition started during the 1960s and 1970s via the automation of individual activities in the value chain, such as computer-aided design and manufacturing resources planning [19]. Moore [20] explains the evolutionary stages of the business ecosystem for advancements in IT in the 1970s, and how important continuous innovation is for maintaining the competitive edge. Heppelmann & Porter [21] state that there are three waves of IT-driven competition, and we are now under the effect of the third wave that enables a dramatic increase in data capturing, analysis and productivity. The digital transformation era comes with the third wave, and revolutionizes the industries. Thus, the term Industry 4.0 has become popular worldwide as it triggers attention to the emerging technologies such as big data analytics, autonomous robots, cyber physical infrastructures, simulation, horizontal and vertical integration, cloud systems, augmented reality, and additive manufacturing [22].

BIM can be associated with the use of information and communication technology (ICT) in the construction sector for streamlining the project phases to increase productivity and efficiency. As ICT evolves in time, BIM technologies and processes also advance significantly, for over 40 years, conforming to the increase in complexity, needs, and requirements of today’s AEC and infrastructure sector [23]. Accordingly, BIM has become widely accepted as one of the most revolutionary innovations in the global AEC industry, even though the exact origin of BIM is still open to discussion [24]. BIM is one of the key Industry 4.0. technologies that is considered the central technology for the digitization in construction, as simulation and modeling is stated as one of the conceptual clusters of Industry 4.0. [25]. BIM allows the sector to exploit the majority of the aforementioned emerging technologies, such as a cyber physical infrastructure, horizontal and vertical integration, cloud systems, and augmented reality. BIM, as a digital innovation, focuses on both the digital representation of information on the physical structure, and collaboration and project management [26], so that BIM can be considered an integral part of the construction innovation.

Even though the construction industry is criticized for being the slowest in adopting digital innovation despite being one of the largest industries generating a tenth of the planet’s total gross
domestic product (GDP) [27]; BIM unleashes a significant unbounded innovation potential for the industry at the inter-organizational level [28].

BIM applications continue to be adopted as a standard practice in the AEC industry at an increasing rate. The National Institute of Building Sciences building SMART alliance (2007) describes BIM as “a digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility. As such, it serves as a shared knowledge resource for information about a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its lifecycle from inception onward.” BIM allows the management and access of big data encompassing physical and operational data of the building structure. BIM implementation leads to numerous activities associated with design, engineering, project management and delivery; and all aspects of BIM can affect the asset and facility management phase [29]. BIM offers a holistic approach to construction management by integrating, visualizing, storing, updating, and managing all of the necessary project data in a digital environment, as well as their re-use by responsible parties any time during a construction project’s life cycle. Thus, it introduces a collaborative interdisciplinary team experience to seamlessly manage the whole project life cycle in a highly fragmented industry setting.

Furthermore, BIM implementation as a technology innovation can be explored and analyzed from a high-level theoretical perspective of innovation diffusion. There have been many studies, using both theoretical and empirical approaches, to understand the diffusion of innovation in the building sector, and most of the innovation diffusions discussed in those studies are technological innovations [30]. Suggested models, frameworks, and approaches try to investigate the key parameters and metrics affecting innovation diffusion within different contexts of the construction sector. Some of them use the process view to explain the technology innovation adoption. Since BIM is both a process and product innovation, the way BIM successfully transforms the project is explained through a strong relation with its influence of connectivity and centralization on the inter-organizational level affecting the information supply chain [26,28,30].

2.3. BIM for Infrastructure

Adopting a digital innovative model for the project delivery of an infrastructure project to produce sustainable design features is important. This notion becomes subtler as the size and complexity of the project increase. Accordingly, market reports mention that there has been a dramatic increase in BIM implementation in the transportation infrastructure, such that the organizations’ use of BIM on more than half of their projects has been tripled between 2015 and 2019 [31]. This also shows that BIM has been increasingly employed as one of the most promising digital tools because it brings key benefits at the project and business levels in terms of cost, time, resources, and quality [32,33]. Furthermore, 62% of the firms doing aviation projects have a higher level of BIM implementation in the majority of their projects compared to the ones having roads, bridges, rail/mass transit or tunnel projects in their portfolios [31]. During the design and engineering, and the construction phases of a mega scale airport project, five main processes of design management, information management, quality control and assurance, resource management and performance management are addressed strategically through BIM implementation tools and processes [34]. For a modern airport project, as optimizing design and engineering decisions and accelerating the on-site progress can be achievable via the coordination and communication of all design/engineering disciplines on a virtual BIM platform, introducing lean synergies for the airport design and construction is also essential [34,35]. The use of BIM technologies and processes as a digital innovative model for airport design/engineering and construction phases provides significant budget and time improvements as lean efficiency gains [35]. Hence, eliminating waste via the creation of lean synergies is one of the focus areas for key airport design issues on sustainability and the use of technology.

3. Methodology

This research adopts a qualitative methodology, in which an explanatory case-study approach is followed by semi-structured interviews for data collection. The case study is a research strategy, trying
to answer the how and why questions by focusing on contemporary events [36]. There are four quality measures, which are the constructing validity, internal validity, the causal relationships between the variables and results, the external validity, and the reliability for a case study’s in-depth analysis [36]. Accordingly, we aim to make conceptual generalizations from the local context of the case study to other settings via the systematic collection of data from interviews, observations and documentation reviews [37]. A typical or average case is not often the richest in information, so the INA case is selected strategically and detailed out to increase the generalizability of the study [38]. Furthermore, since a semi-structured interview method has been proven to be both versatile and flexible, it is chosen as a rigorous data collection method for the study [39]. The actual interview questions are shared in Section 3.2. for other researchers to test and develop the analysis of a similar case.

As qualitative analysis renders the complexity of the study objective [40], one of the objectives is to develop generalizations regarding BIM implementation strategies used for realizing a digital transformation in mega-size infrastructure projects’ delivery. According to Scapens [41], main steps in a case study are as follows: preparation; collecting evidence; assessing evidence; identifying and explaining patterns; and report writing. In this study, a similar approach is adopted. To assess the collected data in a systematic manner, and to delineate patterns, a framework for the analysis of the construction innovation process at the project level [42] is adopted. The framework involves interacting components of innovation, where the rate of innovation is influenced by challenges and enablers that enact negative and positive factors respectively. Accordingly, enablers and challenges are investigated to better understand how the BIM is implemented as a digital innovation in a mega airport project context. The challenges are the primary factors that inhibit innovation, such as an unsupportive organizational culture, lack of financial resources, unwillingness to change, financial risks, temporary nature of projects, and lack of collaboration among project partners, whereas enablers are the major tools/strategies employed to overcome challenges, such as collaborative partnering, a supportive work environment, leadership, commitment, knowledge management practices, reward schemes, and innovation policy [42].

To support the identified patterns, data triangulation is selected as a method. It also helps to establish the validity of the interpretations by examining comparable BIM journeys at Heathrow International Airport and Denver International Airport through the available literature, as well as relevant publicized project documents.

3.1. The Istanbul New Airport (INA) Project Case

Istanbul New Airport (INA) is an international airport which has been under construction since 2015 in the Arnavutköy district on the European side of Istanbul, Turkey. INA targets to be the largest airport in the world with 3 terminals, 6 runways, and an annual capacity of 200 million passengers. In the INA Project, it is planned to have multiple terminals with multiple concourses that can be connected through walkways, sky-bridges, or tunnels. The project has four phases, and its first phase encompasses a single terminal (Terminal 1) which has a total area of approximately 900,000 m$^2$. There are also pier finger terminals incorporated in the design of the terminal. There are 5 piers in total offering a total area of approximately 320,000 m$^2$. Additionally, the INA project includes a multi-storey car park design with a total approximate area of 700,000 m$^2$.

The INA project is a fast track, mega scale project delivered by the build-operate-transfer (BOT) method. The aforementioned targeted scales and capacities indicate the significant complexity and challenges which were intensified with the project timeline constraints so that the first phase of the project was started in 2015, and completed in the second half of 2018.

The INA BIM Master Model encompasses all the major structures residing on the airside and landside regions of the airport. The digital design/engineering details of the project are elaborated by providing the mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP), as well as the infrastructure systems and sub-systems of the building and civil airport structures coordinated and/or present in the BIM environment (See Table 1).
Table 1. Major modelled MEP and infrastructure systems according to their locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The INA Project Design/Engineering Systems</th>
<th>Airport Region/Structure</th>
<th>Terminal Building</th>
<th>Piers, ATC, Car Park, Utility Center</th>
<th>Runways</th>
<th>Sitewide ¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEP Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC Ducting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HVAC Ducting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC Piping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HVAC Piping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Plumbing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Protection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fire Protection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical System (Cable trays, ducts)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electrical System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baggage Handlings System (BHS) including conveyors, BHS steel, cable trays and ladders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airside Drainage including open channels, culverts, filter drains, slot drains, manholes, and pipes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aeronautical Ground Lighting (AGL) Main Infrastructure including galleries, primary ductbanks, manholes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underground Networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Hydrant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Hydrant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Supply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potable Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation Line</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Sitewide is a project-specific classification used in the model zoning in the INA Project, representing the region between the landside and airside of the airport.
The given systems in Table 1 are all modelled and coordinated in the BIM platform, and then delivered to the site through BIM cloud services for construction.

3.2. Semi-Structured Interviews

Two-phased semi-structured interviews were conducted with client-representative BIM team members of INA for the data collection. The INA BIM Team is composed of the BIM Director, BIM Manager, and BIM Engineers, and their answers reflect the owner perspective for the BIM implementation in a mega scale airport project. Two sets of semi-structured interview questions are prepared to have insights on the technical and strategic levels, separately. By differentiating those two levels, we target the exploration of technical BIM engineering details of the project execution through technical level semi-structured interviews with BIM Engineers and the BIM Manager; and executive BIM management insights from the strategic level semi-structured interview with the BIM Director-Chief Technical Officer (CTO). The results are provided by compiling and consolidating the data taken from each interview set.

To fulfill the objectives of the study, an adequate sample size is determined in view of the qualitative data saturation in the interviews. To systematically assess the saturation level, an information power model [43] is used as guidance. Accordingly, a single case analysis with a dense specificity, strong dialogues, and a narrow aim enables higher information power leading to the adequateness of a smaller sample size. This study focuses on the INA case, which focuses on exploring a niche research area BIM implementation for mega projects and includes co-located and closely working client representative interviewees either experiencing start-to-end BIM processes or overseeing them at an executive level. The number of participants for the first set of the interview is 8, corresponding to 1 BIM Manager and 7 BIM Engineers. In total, the sample size of the compiled semi-structured interviews is 9. All of the interviewees are part of the INA BIM Management Team, and they are all responsible for delivering the project by facilitating the communication between all project parties by providing and maintaining the coordinated BIM models. The roles and responsibilities of the interviewees are given in Table 2. The question sets, which were prepared in view of the interviewees’ roles and responsibilities, for each phase of the interview, are provided in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| BIM Director | - Creation and execution of BIM strategy  
- Reviewing, monitoring and approving overall BIM process  
- Managing and providing necessary support for BIM implementation on the overall project  
- Reporting BIM delivery to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and the board of the client |
| BIM Manager | - Maintaining the BIM Execution Plan  
- Attending weekly BIM coordination meetings and BIM workshops  
- Performing regular quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) checks on discipline models to ensure compliance with project BIM standards  
- Ensuring the BIM Project Execution Plan is followed through the project duration on a daily basis |
| BIM Engineers | - Establishing communication between disciplines and BIM production team  
- Following Request for Information (RFI) and clash procedures  
- Managing Vault and Buzzsaw environments  
- Ensuring up-to-date project information is transferred to BIM production |
Table 3. The first set of interview questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The First Set of Interview Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell us about the airport project scope?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the key performance indicators?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell us about your role in the BIM execution at the INA Project?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell us about the development of the BIM Plan from the conceptual stage?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell us about how BIM is applied at the INA Project?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How will BIM be used over the lifecycle of the airport?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The second set of interview questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Second Set of Interview Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell us about the airport project scope?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell us about your role in BIM execution at the INA Project?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell us about how BIM is applied at the INA Project?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the key performance indicators?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell us what are the key principles you use to customize the airport BIM implementation at the INA Project?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell us about the development of the BIM Strategy from the conceptual stage?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Could you tell us about your strategy for aligning the BIM learning curves of the major project stakeholders?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How will BIM be used over the lifecycle of the airport, and what could be the potential results in the case of not achieving BIM for operations?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This section focuses on giving a comprehensive background on the approach that identifies the enablers and challenges in the BIM implementation, followed in the study while conducting a qualitative analysis of the case study. The main enablers and challenges are identified specific to the BIM implementation based on an extensive literature review. The challenges are a lack of financial resources, lack of clear benefits, unsupportive organizational culture, lack of experienced BIM professionals, lack of awareness, lack of governmental support, and level of project complexity; whereas the enablers are a collaborative working environment, advanced project monitoring and control system, BIM tools, BIM Policy, BIM open standards, and organizational structure. The explanations and relevant sources for those identified factors can be found in Tables 5 and 6 respectively.

Table 5. Challenges of the BIM implementation. [44].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of financial resources</td>
<td>BIM utilization requires a significant initial investment due to high costs of sophisticated digital tools (e.g., BIM software, mobile tablets, etc.), and education/training</td>
<td>[18,30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of clear benefits</td>
<td>It is hard to confirm that the realized benefits outweigh the costs of the BIM implementation</td>
<td>[31,45,46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupportive organizational culture</td>
<td>BIM implementation requires a change in technology and business process which may not be easily aligned with an organization’s culture and capabilities based on the competencies of employees and technological assets</td>
<td>[28,47,48]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of experienced BIM professionals</td>
<td>Developing countries in particular struggle with a socio-economic and technological environment that hinders research and development so that the increase in qualified personnel</td>
<td>[48–50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of awareness</td>
<td>Organizational awareness of the importance of the BIM implementation is a critical factor for the BIM maturity level which refers to the quality, repeatability and degree of excellence within the BIM capability</td>
<td>[51,52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of governmental support</td>
<td>There should be a BIM policy dictating a systematic and standardized approach for the BIM implementation together with incentives</td>
<td>[51,53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of project complexity</td>
<td>BIM users having insufficient experience might have significant coordination problems while trying to implement BIM for highly complex projects, and the greater the number of stakeholders, the harder it gets to control the BIM use of each party.</td>
<td>[45,50,54]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Enablers of the BIM implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enabler</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative working environment</td>
<td>BIM integrates all stakeholders in a virtual environment to facilitate a collaborative working environment</td>
<td>[12,24,55–59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced project monitoring and control system</td>
<td>BIM controls the subcontractors and eliminates any unforeseen cost over-runs while reducing waste on site, such as cost, time and quality</td>
<td>[34,35,57,59,60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIM tools</td>
<td>Advanced digital tools provide rapid access to real-time project data for different phases of the project</td>
<td>[12,18,23,61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIM policy</td>
<td>Companies’ BIM strategies (e.g., BIM execution plans and roadmap workflows) and government mandates lead to an increase in project individuals’ awareness toward BIM use</td>
<td>[26,32,55,61–63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open standards for BIM</td>
<td>Use of Object-based data models (e.g., IFC) improve the data exchange between different software, and target interoperability issues</td>
<td>[32,56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational structure</td>
<td>Optimal inter-organizational and/or intra-organizational hierarchy that facilitates the adoption of BIM at the project and/or organizational level</td>
<td>[64–66]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Semi-Structured Interview Data Analysis Approach

A thematic analysis is conducted to identify patterns and themes in the collected qualitative data by coding the inputs recorded in the semi-structured interview sessions. The thematic analysis begins at the stage of the data collection and data entry, and continues throughout the coding and interpreting of the data [67]. The themes are determined as technical level challenges, strategic level challenges, technical level enablers, and strategic level enablers. The themes are coded by the data aggregated from the first-phased and second-phased interview questions. A qualitative data analysis software package, NVivo, is used to perform the coding process shown in Figure 1. As can be seen in Tables 3 and 4, there are several common questions provided in both interview question sets to observe saturation regarding certain challenges and enablers perceived by the interviewees with different roles. These saturation points are related to the nodes of strategic perspective.
Data source triangulation involves the collection of data from different types of people, including individuals, groups, families, and communities, to gain multiple perspectives and the validation of data [68]. In terms of both design and construction, and the use of BIM as a digital innovation, London Heathrow International Airport (LHR) and Denver International Airport (DEN) have similar features and trends with the INA Project. Residing on different geographies and possessing a similar significance, complexity, and scale strengthen the data triangulation. For instance, similar to the INA case, Heathrow T5 was the largest construction project within its own region, the UK, at the time [45]. The project characteristics of LHR and DEN are provided in Table 7.

The general information on the cases of DEN and LHR, together with the extent of their BIM use, can also be used for making projections to provide a clearer picture of the scale of the complexity and the transformation present in the INA case. Both cases are investigated from the client’s perspective, as in the INA case.
4. Case Analysis

The INA Project case is explored by assessing the qualitative data gathered regarding the BIM implementation processes, with respect to the construction innovation framework components of challenges and enablers. Both challenges and enablers are demonstrated from technical and strategic level perspectives.

4.1. Challenges

A first set of semi-structured interviews conducted with BIM Engineers and the BIM Manager revealed the challenges the project faced from a technical perspective. The interpretations of the data collected from the second set, a semi-structured interview with the project’s CTO, demonstrate a strategic level perspective used to implement a start-to-end BIM implementation strategy. In essence, the findings are presented accordingly by being categorized as either “technical level perspective” or “strategic level perspective”. According to the findings, the analyzed challenges can be associated with the project complexity, lack of experienced BIM professionals, lack of awareness, and unsupportive organizational culture.

Technical Perspective

The project’s competitive phased nature brings challenging operational goals within the means of engineering management. Solving the concurrently evolving design/engineering and construction issues while keeping track of the project baseline schedule on-site, together with ensuring safety, is what represents the KPIs from a technical perspective. Thus, one major categorization of challenges is virtual design/engineering problems. There are specific disciplines that have been reported that are comparatively hard to manage within the BIM environment due to their type of deliverables, high coordination interdependencies, and scales. Accordingly, the clash resolution process, related to the coordination between MEP systems and special airport systems (SAS), has become one of the major challenges both in the design and construction phase, and concerns a wide variety of project individuals. Managing the flow of request for information (RFI) and incorporating the solutions, which have been generated from different discipline perspectives, represent a major engineering management challenge.

An airport project, due to its nature, requires very different and complex types of mechanical systems that need large areas to be placed and to be activated together. Figures 2 and 3 are viewpoints, which focus on the terminal and pier building regions respectively, are taken from the merged model of the airport landside and airside MEP and the infrastructure cross-coordinated model elements (listed in Table 1). They depict the significant challenge of the project’s engineering complexity; the clusters of various types of MEP elements (e.g., HVAC ducting, plumbing pipes, fire sprinklers, electrical and IT cable trays, and heating and cooling pipes) shown at all of the levels of the terminal building and pier building areas, and the underground network infrastructure (e.g., electrical duct bank, drainage, and waste water) distributed over the sitewide region, require iterative coordination and modeling for the on-site shop drawing production and manufacturing. Furthermore, because of dramatic space constraints, the virtual coordination became significantly challenging, and continuous input from the INA site engineers was required before synchronizing the coordinated model on the cloud and sharing it with all of the project parties.

BHS design coordination and placement on the site were significant engineering challenges in the INA Project due to the requisite accuracy and the length (42 km) of the baggage routing. Initial coordination decisions regarding the placement of the MEP systems, including the HVAC ducting, piping, and the electrical and IT cable trays within the architectural and structural envelope, were made according to the BHS systems’ placement. Figure 4 provides a closer look of the BHS systems in the terminal building area, and articulates the cross-coordination complexity within a highly congested area. The BHS systems, and the MEP systems in the surrounding areas, are highlighted in Figure 4.
One of the struggling processes was reported as the coordination at knuckle points where terminal and pier buildings are connected. These points are some of the most congested areas in terms of MEP-IT elements. Their clash-free placement, considering the architectural and structural transition of spaces, became significantly challenging both on-site and at the office.

**Figure 2.** Viewpoint of the Merged MEP-Infrastructure INA BIM Model. Blue & Green & Orange: HVAC Ducts, Yellow & Purple: Waste water discharge line, Red (inside the terminal area): Fire protection, Red (outside the terminal area): Underground network line composed of pipes, manholes, and slot drains, Green (outside the terminal area): Landside drainage.

**Figure 3.** Viewpoint of the Merged MEP-Infrastructure INA BIM Model Focusing on a Pier Building Area. Blue & Green & Orange: HVAC Ducts, Purple: Waste water discharge line, Red pipes (inside the terminal area): Fire protection, Red (outside the terminal area): Underground network line composed of pipes, manholes, and slot drains, Red trays: Cable trays, Green & Dark Blue (outside the terminal area): Landside drainage, White: Electrical duct banks with manholes.
One of the struggling processes was reported as the coordination at knuckle points where the project and subcontractors had no or little experience with BIM. Cross-coordination on the airside region brings notable challenges in terms of following a different coordination schedule and extending a comparatively larger area requiring coordination between underground utilities, on-the-surface utilities (Figure 5), and surface models (e.g., runways), as listed in Table 1.

Achieving cultural change in complex projects is a process full of struggles. The incompatibility of the site work with the BIM model is one of the most crucial problems, because it has been known that the issues detected in relation to discrepancies between the coordinated BIM model and already manufactured zones on the sites have the potential to cause future coordination problems, waste and cost over-runs. Accordingly, it is also assessed that monitoring and controlling work on the site is one of the major challenges from a technical perspective. As far as the size and complexity of the project is concerned, managing all project individuals, mainly the subcontractors, becomes a very challenging issue that requires a comprehensive management plan [44]. In the very beginning of the project, a lack of awareness and experience of subcontractors and their resilient attitudes against engaging with BIM processes in their daily site and office work triggered the necessity for BIM training for all subcontractors through facilitated workshops. Not only the INA project case, but also the LHR T5 Project and DEN expansion project cases bear similarities in terms of an unsupportive organizational culture that was brought on by various project parties who had no or little experience with BIM technology and processes. It is stated that all parties brought their own practices that conflicted with the policies regarding 3D CAD uses, creating the greatest challenge in terms of getting people to
actually implement 3D CAD as it is standardized by the owner [28]. Another study articulates another challenge of physical space constraint preventing co-location, and consequently preventing the full integration of the information flow during the design and construction [66]. Similarly, DEN mostly tackled the problem of reaching a consensus on collaboration in the BIM environment [70].

![Figure 5. Clashes between the AGL, pipe and culvert models. (a) Clash between the AGL and pipe models; (b) Clash between the AGL and culvert models. Red: AGL, Cyan: Pipe, Dark Blue: Culvert.](image)

Lastly, another challenge is extending the use of BIM to airport operations to create continuity in digital transformation. This is achievable through preparing asset registers in the BIM environment, but it requires a significant workload since the asset information development efforts have not started earlier with the involvement of designers. This can also be related to the challenge of a lack of awareness from the very beginning of the project. The INA BIM team reported that they had to check over 12,000 approved shop drawings, issued for construction (IFC) documents, and material approval forms (MAFs) to verify the ones that were needed for the systems classification and for commissioning the data creation. Similarly, because DEN was not sure what information they needed due to a lack of specifics in their requirements, they had to undergo a long path in reconciliation process for identifying and capturing the assets they needed for commissioning [31].

### 4.2. Strategic Perspective

Mega airports are very complex infrastructures, and can even be considered to be far more complex than any other infrastructure construction projects. They constitute a massive construction type utilizing large scale technologies and integrating complex ecosystems. The best way of managing mega airport projects is to have a solid grasp of how the whole system works together from the very beginning as a client-representative centralizing the project information in a virtual environment. This task has become more challenging as airports’ key design and construction features have changed drastically in the last era. Design, engineering and construction have been handled concurrently, and procurement methods have been significantly changed. Additionally, new technologies have become crucial necessities to be followed closely, and have been applied to keep up with the digital-driven competition in the industry. The technology (e.g., BIM) itself has become the driver for diffusing other digital technologies and practices, and for challenging the industry [26]. As it is getting harder to maintain the competitive edge with digitization, with the abrupt advancement in ICT, the reason behind the competitiveness is not related to how spacious and mega the structure is, but it is related to the utilization of an integrated way of delivery procurement strategies to align stakeholders’ interests and motivations. However, it is not easy to satisfy that alignment in the case of a highly fragmented construction industry. For instance, the Heathrow T5 Project faced the challenge of different project
managers bringing different management styles and approaches to the project in the space of four years [71]. Hence, delivering the project as one team by bringing different stakeholders’ practices on one virtual platform is the fundamental challenge to be targeted. It is observed that despite the contextual differences in managerial problems raised by the stakeholders regarding the BIM use within their practices, their reactions in terms of showing resistance remain the same. Another related challenge is making digital the driver for all parties. However, because the industry is more focused on the end-product rather than the process, the scoping phase should be defined more strategically.

Furthermore, managing and standardizing the BIM implementation on behalf of the client is a critical responsibility as there are underlying risks to be realized and mitigated by using the power of the digital. Having extensive technical knowledge and internalizing the requirements are important in addressing the issues on the subcontractors’ side, such as claims. However, change management is perceived more as struggling in terms of social aspects and human behavior than technical issues are. This is realizable via comparing the timeline dedicated to the BIM technology platform establishment and the scoping. It took 3-4 months to implement the BIM platform with its full functionalities, whereas it took 30 months to scope and diffuse the BIM strategy.

In the future, we expect that there will be a smaller number of resources with more intelligent operations. The design-engineering-construction ecosystem will eventually be transferred to another ecosystem, which is operations. To satisfy the seamless data handover, an available digital environment should be efficient enough to reflect the operational environment requirements. If the vision of the BIM implementation strategy in the design, engineering and construction phases does not address the operational phase, then it is hard to justify the project success with a digital transformation in terms of the KPIs.

4.3. Enablers

The enablers of the BIM-enabled digital transformation in the INA project are assessed and consolidated via having two-phased semi-structured interviews, observations and reviews of the BIM documents. Likewise, challenges and enablers are also reported from a technical and strategic perspective, respectively. Based on the case analysis findings, a collaborative working environment, advanced project monitoring and control, BIM tools, BIM policy, and an organizational structure are the enablers that are used to overcome the aforementioned challenges.

4.3.1. Technical Perspective

To overcome the challenges encountered throughout the implementation of the BIM in this mega airport project, there are certain control mechanisms used at a technical level. These mechanisms were determined in the scoping phase of the BIM delivery to achieve a full integration of the project parties into the BIM environment.

It is essential to demonstrate how the design of different disciplines is delivered with BIM, and how the BIM model is taken over to the subcontractors to lead their work on-site. The BIM department which is represented by the INA BIM Management Team in Figure 6 is at the focal point of the BIM delivery landscape as being responsible for the managing, integrating, utilizing, and the monitoring and controlling of the BIM model data by creating a collaborative virtual work environment for all major stakeholders, including the designer, subcontractors, BIM modelers, and quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) team. BIM models are generated at different levels of details, and the BIM data is utilized by generating clash reports; 4D scheduling; performance dashboards to have an effective control mechanism on the subcontractors’ work on-site. Weekly BIM workshops, as well as BIM coordination meetings, are used as communication tools to oblige subcontractors to use BIM tools. BIM tools that are used to provide a cloud-based virtual collaborative platform for BIM integration are presented in Figure 7. The use of this BIM software enables the INA Project individuals to have a controlled work sharing, BIM coordination, design review, change visualization, quality management, and issue management, access to RFIs and submittals, and the notification of inspection documents.
The BIM policy of the company declares strict contractual obligations for all subcontractors to make them follow and utilize the BIM process into their work processes, by for instance using mobile tablets on-site to fill out Notification for Inspection (NFI) documents to get their progress payment [44]. NFIs have become one of the major monitoring and control tools on-site for the client since issues regarding each manufactured zone are systematically detected zone-wise and asset-wise by INA BIM Site Engineers. The issues are created and managed on the Autodesk BIM 360 Field system periodically to track each subcontractor’s performance on site. These reports are internally shared on a weekly basis. Accordingly, project parties who consist of the designers and subcontractors are familiarized with the use of the BIM tools as part of their daily work. For instance, there are 150 mobile tablets used on the site to assist site engineers in their construction work by providing all coordinated BIM models zone-wise. Apart from 3D models, approved 2D shop drawings are also provided for the field via mobile tablets.

![Figure 6. INA BIM Workflow (LOD: Level of Detail).](image)

![Figure 7. INA BIM Tools.](image)
Cloud-based digital documentation is a significant enabler, and the related applications, such as issue creation, model synchronization, and document approvals, take place on the Autodesk 360 Field platform. Additionally, a 4D model, including 30,000 activities, has been generated to track the progress on a daily and monthly basis, to have dynamic control over the progress of the project (See Figure 8). It is a collaborative effort amongst the INA officials, who do not only include the INA BIM Management Team. Baselines schedules in csv file formats prepared by each department are integrated in Navisworks via linking the schedule activities with the related model components. The simulation helps decision-makers in the project take preventive and/or corrective actions.

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 8.** 4D Simulation view of the architectural and structural master BIM model.

Discipline-wise and zone-wise, clash detection is utilized throughout the design and construction phases. The frequency of generating clash detection reports depends upon the frequency of the design revisions. The periodicity of the clash detection is determined by the submission schedule of the subcontractors. However, the BIM department determines and controls the coordination process of the mechanical, electrical, plumbing and information technologies (MEP-IT) systems with a separate coordination workflow, as they require more of a coordination effort due to their highly complex nature within such a mega airport context (Figure 9). The workflow depicts the concurrent engineering and design in a fast track fashion, as well as the responsible parties in this process. The main objective is to resolve the clashes at the LOD 350 BIM level with the MEP designers and proceed to the extraction of the shop drawings out of the clash-free BIM model to push the work on the site [44]. The BIM models are continuously developed by the addition of various details, such as equipment details and specifications throughout the workflow. Every update of the BIM models and shop-drawings are shared on the cloud and made accessible via mobile tablets on the site.

Heathrow and DEN also followed similar approaches to overcome the major challenges they had in their BIM implementation processes. “Central to the delivery of T5 has been the concept of
integrated teams” [71] indicates the enabler of the collaborative working environment. On the other hand, the BIM policy can be seen as the major enabler for DEN to be proactive in their BIM process, since the project team stated “We tried to predict the obvious issues and create a number of workflows to help solve those problems before they arose” [70].

**Figure 9. MEP-IT Coordination Workflow.**

4.3.2. Strategic Perspective

In the case of the INA project, utilizing a strategy to follow an end-to-end fully digitized approach with a client representative mindset unfolds the key enabler for tackling the challenges. Airport Building Information Modeling (ABIM) implementation is the approach that enabled delivering the whole project lifecycle on behalf of the client. That being said, an integrated project delivery (IPD) mindset leading to a fully seamless delivery with a client-representative role is achieved through a digital platform which is the BIM platform.

Beyond the execution, within the start-to-end BIM delivery, which is a long journey of seamless execution, requirements are very well-defined and internalized by the BIM team on behalf of the client. All of the project teams deliver the project as one team by utilizing a seamless digital platform. One of the key enablers behind achieving this is the shortening of the BIM learning curves of the stakeholders by positioning a quick-learner young generation in facilitated workshops. Gil et al. [42] approaches the issue from a higher-level perspective and states that large capital projects like Heathrow T5 provide the opportunity of innovating large socio-technical systems. The key success driver is strategizing how you translate this complicated engineering process into the construction setting. Furthermore, BIM provides transparency, which can be considered as the power of the digital, and it provides confidence for the parties who closely follow and internalize the BIM processes.

Specific on-site mechanisms are also critical. Mobile BIM is one the backbones that facilitated the on-site manufacturing and coordination. Mobile BIM was the initial strategy from the beginning, but once the design & engineering digital ecosystem needed to be translated into the construction site, it became a service toolkit that pushed the site team to leverage mobile BIM functionalities on the site. For each functionality, a workflow is developed. This workflow generation process needs a decent background and thought process to provide functionalities for step-by-step use. The use of mobile tablets enabled significant time savings by enhancing communication between the office and the site.
One of the DEN Hotel and Transit Project representatives explains the process by “looking right at the install and seeing if it matches the model, and doing that within minutes” [68]. Additionally, the design for the manufacturing and assembly is also one of the key concepts followed throughout the project delivery to enable efficiency on the site.

Furthermore, the CTO at the time of the project demonstrates the enabler behind the required transformation as being the quick realization on the return of investment through the utilization of connected BIM from the construction to the operation with the right skillset and with the people transformation. Likewise, for the INA Project, DEN officials stated that The Federal General Services Administration identified the use of BIM as a best practice having significant abilities to diagnose problems and plan repairs, and they realized both the efficiencies and cost savings during the design and construction phases [69].

Grasping BIM as a transformative innovation process is significant in this journey. The Integrated Project Delivery mindset is at the center of the BIM implementation journey. In essence, the journey starts with the design, which includes the steps of conceptualizing, criteria design, and detailed design, followed by the delivery of the project with a comprehensive BIM execution plan, workflows, information flows, and right resource allocations. As the project is delivered, continuous assessment through an integrated project control and performance control are also conducted. Eventually, it is aimed to have a transformative impact, which leads to an increase in the productivity, efficiency and constructability of the project. This strategic approach of simultaneous digital innovation diffusion and transformation is depicted in Figure 10.

![Figure 10. INA-BIM Management Strategy.](image)

Overall, the AEC industry has been trying to achieve transformation in design, engineering and construction for over 10 years, and the same learning curve will also apply for digitization in operations. It can be stated that artificial intelligence, big data analytics, and more automated workflows will be key enablers for facilitating the BIM-enabled digital transformation in the life cycles of mega projects.

5. Discussion

The research findings concede a certain similarity with the major challenges and enablers reported in the literature. As described in Table 5, the project complexity [45,50,54], lack of experienced BIM professionals [48–50], lack of awareness [51,52] and unsupportive organizational culture [28,47,48] are valid for the INA case. While these challenges are encountered at both technical and executive levels, they are perceived differently. From a technical perspective, subcontractors’ BIM incompetency has been exacerbated with design/engineering challenges due to the scale and complexity of the project. Additionally, the first BIM experiences in such a large-scale project have increased the level of unsupportive organizational culture reflected in the INA BIM team. The lack of awareness and unsupportive organizational culture are perceived from the strategic perspective that views how the priorities and interests of different parties show a wide variation and are often conflicted. On the other hand, the filtered challenges of a lack of financial resources [18,30], lack of governmental support [51,53], and lack of clear benefits [31,45,46], are not observed in the INA case. Those potential challenges are absorbed by the project delivery model of public private partnership (P3). Following the proposed
definition of P3—a long-term contractual agreement between public and private sectors where the private sector takes the responsibility of managing and operating the project by taking certain financial risks—by Garvin & Bosso [72], the private sector brings its experience, best practices, and private capital to execute the required project with the support of the government. Thus, BIM awareness and experience at the executive level defies the challenge of a lack of clear benefits. Furthermore, government support facilitates the capital raising for the private sector as they can easily provide the upfront investment required for initiating BIM implementation.

Apart from the reported challenges, the INA BIM team has been faced with significant conflicts between both upstream and downstream project personnel because of the strict BIM deliverables. As the central BIM source, the INA BIM management team has had to manage the issues raised among the entire engineering and design ecosystem at the same time. This situation has also brought the challenge of risk management on behalf of the client. Overall, updating the control mechanisms as part of the BIM strategy have been required to sustain the BIM adoption rate.

Similar to the challenges, the enablers are also described along with the related literature (see Table 6). A collaborative working environment [12,24,55–59], advanced project monitoring and control system [34,35,57,59,60], BIM tools [12,18,23,61], BIM Policy [26,32,55,61–63], and organizational structure [64–66], are found to be key enablers for the INA BIM implementation case. Significant efforts, both at the technical and strategic levels, were made for maintaining the effectiveness of those enablers to overcome the perceived challenges. Accordingly, applying and overseeing the BIM strategies (e.g., workflows and workshops) are daily responsibilities of all BIM team members. Understanding and leveraging the interdependencies between the enablers is also key for the INA BIM team to diffuse the BIM implementation on such a large scale. The BIM policy, including the INA BIM execution plan and 30-month BIM strategy, was prepared according to the functionalities of the designated BIM tools. Additionally, supporting the use of open standards for BIM [32,56] serves as an enabler bidirectionally. Not only for the INA BIM team, but also for the subcontractors, making IFC model exchanges available has provided flexibilities in certain cases to solve interoperability issues between different BIM tools used in the project. Consequently, ensuring that the right geometric and semantic data is exchanged without limiting project participants’ choices of BIM tools is crucial in the INA project.

Moreover, the BIM team, comprised of a young generation, is aware of the importance of a solid BIM technology background in order to rapidly adjust to the changes in technology, and in order to solve unforeseen technical problems. Hence, this has become another key enabler that has led to concurrent learning and delivery as well as to continuity in digital transformation.

Lastly, the aforementioned projects of the LHR T5 and DEN Hotel and Transit Center Program possess certain similarities, and the reviewed challenges and enablers associated with these projects show a significant alignment with the ones analyzed in the INA case. In terms of the budget and project size, INA is the largest project in terms of being a new mega airport project. The differences in the project delivery methods and scopes impact the types of challenges and enablers on a technical level, and lead to unique approaches, even though the tools that are used remain the same. However, at the strategic level, the challenges—especially the ones in the social and cultural context—show a significant similarity in terms of the resistance against adopting more sophisticated tools and processes despite the differences in geographies, project times, and project duration. For example, when T5 was under construction, BIM was referred to as a 3D CAD technology, and the tools had restricted capacities, but at the time, when DEN and INA were constructed, BIM technologies (e.g., mobile BIM) were presented to a greater extent. It can be stated that, throughout time, human behavior shows consistency in its attitude against digital transformation through innovation.

6. Conclusions

The implementation of BIM in airport projects significantly varies from the typical applications of BIM to new building constructions in which the focus is on the design and construction of a sole building. Due to the siloed nature of airport projects, it is important to realize the dynamic relationships between
key people, the technology, and processes, to understand how to provide digital transformation within an airport project context. The BIM implementation is a robust approach for merging the silos, and for speeding up the project delivery. The required integration of the silos through BIM should be first internalized, and then pushed at the executive level. Barriers evolve at an increasing rate throughout the project delivery of a mega project as new innovative and transformative approaches are introduced, but the core strategy should be maintained by decision-makers. Accordingly, the incentivizing of project parties through fast realizable project success outcomes via the efficient use of technology and via effective communication is key for the BIM implementation adoption. Since project parties can have varying competencies in BIM, having a pre-determined strategy to align their learning curves is important. Similarly, addressing the project KPIs with the use of digital technologies like BIM is also essential.

One of the BIM objectives in the INA project is to increase the productivity on the site to meet the schedule requirements. The competitive project duration for the first phase of the project is met because BIM-enabled digitalization serves as a catalyst for the concurrent engineering and design through the BIM implementation. Furthermore, INA has the largest scope and complexity with the shortest project duration, when compared to the expansion projects of LHR and DEN. This unveils the scale of efficiency provided by digital transformation in such a mega project.

The impacts of BIM-enabled digital transformation can be assessed at the project, firm, and industry levels [42]. It is shown that that BIM—as construction innovation—brings benefits at all levels through the in-depth analysis of the INA case study. The design and construction phases of the first phase of the INA project has been completed on time and on budget, as they have been fully transformed around the digital. The interviews, observations, and analysis of documentations show that even though introducing cultural change is difficult to achieve, the motivation generated by the digital power for project team members to integrate their work on the BIM platform overcomes the barriers.

Compared to other project types, strategizing BIM implementation for airports is highly challenging due to the engineering and business complexity of the encapsulated infrastructure systems, which need significant foreseeing in the design, engineering and construction phases to address operational requirements. Additionally, because the success of BIM mainly depends on the effectiveness of the synergy created within the virtual collaborative environment, the highly siloed nature of the airport projects introduces a certain challenge in terms of the high number of interfaces and communication channels that might possibly show resistance within that environment. Accordingly, it is seen that the discussed challenges co-exist with a higher variation, so that they should be optimally tackled with enablers. Thus, as presented in this study, strategic and technical perspectives should be assessed together for such a mega-scale infrastructure project, given that their complementarity and alignment are essential for the success of the BIM implementation.

Through this study, a novel practice of a start-to-end BIM strategy, laying the foundation for its use for the operations of a mega-scale airport infrastructure project delivery, is presented through key components of a theoretical framework of innovation diffusion. Additionally, the paper offers a scalable approach to manage a complex engineering and business case by explaining the INA case from both managerial and technical perspectives. We justify that it is important to transform traditional processes so that every stakeholder can find a value in the digital, in order to successfully deliver a mega project.
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